Sheet Music Notes 

Tip: check the sheet music sequence re repeats etc. before playing.
In order to get each song on to a maximum of 2 sheets some of the repeats can be a bit convoluted.

Technics sx-KN7000 owners

If the KN7000 files have also been downloaded then in all cases the sheet music can be used to play along with the sequence.

In most cases playing the music live will replicate the sequence when the Performance Pads are included, or will give a close proximity to the sequenced song.


Sheet Music Nomenclature:

The following is specific to Technics KN7000 owners.  Owners of other keyboards can either ignore this information or use it as a basis for structuring their own arrangements and orchestrations.

Nomenclature below the staves is as follows:
A1, A2, A3 etc. indicates the Panel Memory used for that section. 
A1/A2 indicates that the repeat of that section uses Panel memory A2
---/A3 indicates that that no Panel Memory change is required first time, but the repeat uses Panel memory A3.
A5/A6 & B3/B4 indicates that first time through the section is played with A5 and is repeated with A6.  The second time through the section is played with B5 and repeated with B6.
Sync Start:  Press the “Synchro & Break” button, rhythm starts as soon as chord is played.
Intro 1 : A1 indicates that the song starts with Intro 1 from Panel Memory A1
Fil 2 : A3 indicates that fil2 is followed by Panel Memory A3
Performance Pads: indicated by Pad1, Pad2 etc. In some cases, to make playing easier, a bars rest is included before the performance pad plays.

Song Related Notes 
“Back Against The Wall”: Sheet2, 5th line, 5th bar: End2 is used as a fill in and Fil2 should be pressed at the beginning of bar 4 of the End 2 sequence in order to prevent End2 stopping the rhythm.

“Synthetic Dreams”: note that the sequencer intro uses Panel Memories B2 to B4.  When playing live, start from A1 using Fade In, as per the sheet music.


